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UNDERSTANDING THE INCREASING IMPORTANCE OF CONTRACT RISK MANAGEMENT

N

CMA’s Contract
Management
Body of Knowledge
(CMBOK) states:
Other competitors can
drive the need to maintain
awareness of industry
best practices, and, where
possible, develop best
practices rather than
continually implementing
those already developed.
Again, an efficient and
effective contracting
process is required to
be an industry leader.1
The CMBOK goes on to further state:
“[o]rganizational influences have a profound
effect on the contracting process.”2
Indeed, the most powerful organizational
influence comes directly from the top—i.e.,
the very top: the board of directors. The
U.S. Federal Sentencing Guidelines require
that boards exercise reasonable oversight
in connection with the implementation and
effectiveness of the entity’s compliance and
ethics programs.3 It is then senior management who “directly influences the initiation
of requirements that are ultimately fulfilled
through the contracting process.”4
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Yet, compliance and ethics programs rarely
receive spontaneous outright support,
financial or otherwise, from many a senior
corporate leader. Frequently, compliance
officers are forced to still build a compelling business case for why the company
should invest in a compliance program.5 The
contract manager is, in many entities, still
an untapped resource to help build that
business case.6
The contract manager is well-equipped to
assist the organization in achieving contract
risk management, which is necessarily the
organization’s objective.7 Contract risk management becomes particularly important

given that entities increasingly face a vast
array of compliance obligations imposed not
only by the state, but also by private third
parties. For instance, contract clauses and
codes of conduct create new compliance
obligations and enforcement mechanisms,
going into the actual structure of corporate
ethics and compliance programs. In many
situations, larger companies are now demanding a strong culture of compliance and
ethics of small companies, local suppliers,
vendors, service suppliers, and banks.8

The Compliance
Function and GRC
The importance of compliance and the extent
of liability for its failure have greatly increased,
especially over the last few decades, both in
the United States and abroad. Governments
possess incredible powers of enforcement and
authority to impose heavy penalties, often
with only limited judicial involvement.9
Working to research, develop, and maintain
a robust compliance system is no small task.
Legal scholarship on the law of compliance
is as of yet underdeveloped.10 While a heavy
burden, this simultaneously creates an opportunity for the contract manager’s voice to
be heard by senior management, given that
the compliance function increasingly involves
representations, commitments, rights, and
obligations contained in various contractual
agreements, all of which the contract manager is already strongly familiar with.
The contract manager can, if he or she does
not already, play a vital role in helping to
develop, maintain, and improve an entity’s
governance, risk management, and compliance (GRC).11 Compliance, together with the
closely related fields of governance and risk
management, is an essential internal control
for corporations and other complex organizations. The compliance function consists of
efforts entities take to ensure that employees
and business partners do not violate any
applicable rules, regulations, or norms.
The compliance function is generally
implemented through compliance policies,
programs, and, more recently, contracts,
especially with third parties. A compliance
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policy is a statement of an entity’s approach to ensuring adherence to
its normative obligations, approved by the board of directors (or other
managing body), and announced internally and externally as representing the entity’s approach. A compliance program is a detailed
statement of how the entity intends to carry out its obligations as set
forth in its policy.12
Since the Federal Sentencing Guidelines for Organizations were
established, an element of internalization of compliance hoisted upon
private entities has existed.13 Facing stiff penalties for violations and
significantly reduced power to defend themselves in courts, entities have a strong incentive to internalize compliance by instituting
effective procedures to guard against employee and business partner
misconduct. Moreover, “private-to-private” compliance14 imposes
new forms of risks on entities that may come from various sources
such as suppliers, customers, and/or insurers.
Usually, contract risk management consists of contract risk evaluation as well as other data analytic services to enhance third-party risk
management and contract compliance. Third-party risk management
is a critical component here. If an entity decides it wants to turn a
compliance code into a contract, then consideration must be given to
the reasonableness, proportionality, and draftsmanship linked to any
other current contract obligation. Such consideration also includes
the core activities of contract managers like contract
formation, negotiation, and other strategic decisions made
within cross-functional or integrated process teams. Risk
transfer situations, which need to be under strict scrutiny, do
exist where procurement and legal staffs have moved onesided contract terms into their codes.15

Understanding What Does
and Doesn’t Work
Compliance, as a form of internal control, presupposes that a
well-managed organization is one where assets are effectively
deployed to serve the organization’s objectives. The leading
statement of internal control is set forth by the
Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the
Treadway Commission (COSO).16 COSO explains:
[Internal control is] a process, effected by an
entity’s board of directors, management, and personnel, designed to provide reasonable assurance
regarding the achievement of objectives relating
to operations, reporting, and compliance.17

The pre-Global Financial Crisis of 2007–2008
mentality was to focus squarely on an entity’s
failure to comply.18 Many organizations have used
a traditional form of what is generally known as
“enterprise risk management” (ERM) in the attempt
to improve risk management capabilities, including the handling of contract risks. ERM programs
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purport to focus on identifying, measuring,
and reporting on an organization’s top risks.
However, ERM is criticized for “completely”
missing entity-threatening risks.19
However, many an entity still maintains
a pre-2008 mentality when it comes to
managing risk. The shortcoming of ERM is
that it does not meet the goal of increasing
the certainty that the organization’s objectives, including contract compliance, will be
achieved with a tolerable level of risk to the
organization’s senior management and its
board. In the usual lines of defense, an entity will have persons/offices charged with

advisory firms, takeover bidders, and the
press—all of whom uniquely monitor the
behavior of the organization’s managers.

Implementation of Effective
Compliance Programs Helps
to Mitigate the Severity of
Enforcement

A contract manager is poised to help accurately identify and assess risk, including
expected and plausible risks.20 Given the
ever-growing strategic role a contract manager plays, a contract manager can assist in
matching the level of risk management sophistication of the entity to the demands of
that entity’s environment.21 Thus, the more
dynamic and complex the entity’s risks actually are, the more sophisticated and mature
its risk management processes must be. For

Regulators consider an entity’s commitment
to compliance when they determine whether to commence enforcement actions.24
Such compliance programs must consider:

Given the ever-growing strategic
role a contract manager plays,
a contract manager can assist
in matching the level of risk
management sophistication of
the entity to the demands of that
entity’s environment.
carrying out the monitoring and control
activities along with internal audits. Yet,
these common lines of defense are supposed to operate as independent checks on
the entity, but simultaneously themselves
are part of the management team.
Such a set-up fails to take into account other
important controls serving to catch and correct problems that slip through the cracks of
an internal audit:


The board of directors (especially the
audit committee),



The external auditor, and



For regulated firms, the government
supervisor.

Moreover, the concept of internal control
can include activist shareholders, proxy
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mid-sized to larger companies, it is better
to consider compliance and ethics as a separate function from the legal function, as this
allows for specific focus on risk and culture,
not just the law.22 The aforementioned also
allows for sharper focus on the entity’s
business strategy, with consideration being
given to the following factors.

Compliance Programs Affected
by Private Litigation
Shareholder derivative suits challenging
misconduct sometimes terminate in settlements, whereby the corporation commits to
implementing reforms to internal governance. Compliance obligations can also be
included in settlements of qui tam litigation,
such as provisions of the False Claims Act,
brought by private parties in the name of
the government.23



Whether the entity’s compliance plan
is formal and well-documented;



Whether it is actively supported by
senior management;



Whether it includes formal training
of employees;



Whether there are audits, both internal
and external, of compliance; and



How the entity responds to violations,
such as disciplinary action.25

An entity’s compliance-related conduct is
also taken into account at the penalty stage.
For example, the Environmental Protection
Agency’s program will completely waive a
civil penalty for a violation that is detected,
reported, and remedied through a systematic compliance monitoring system.26

Deferred Prosecution
Agreements & Non-Prosecution
Agreements
They may both contain agreed statements
of facts, but do not require an admission of
guilt. Essential to both of these agreements
is the entity’s commitment to cooperate with
the government and to rectify all deficiencies,
including establishing or enhancing compliance programs, policies, and procedures.27

Setting the Tone
at the Top with
Some Help from the
Contract Manager
Increased regulations resulting from
such business catastrophes like Enron
and Lehman Brothers have complicated
corporate governance matters, with some
directors saying Sarbanes-Oxley now much
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more emphasizes the board’s responsibility to ask important questions to follow
through.28 Board members should not only
be current and knowledgeable about pressing issues facing the corporation, but they
should also be fully aware of their duties
so as to prevent running afoul of applicable
regulations. The board’s responsibility for
directing the management of a corporation
includes a duty to oversee the activities of
employees to ensure compliance.29 In addition to liability for breach of fiduciary duty,
directors may face exposure under regulatory statutes for failure to exercise oversight
over compliance.30 Furthermore, the U.S.
Federal Sentencing Guidelines require that
boards exercise reasonable oversight on the
implementation and effectiveness of the
entity’s compliance and ethics program.31

practice of listening to what is being said
by all employees. Again, contract managers
can play an increasingly more active role
here.33 It is important to note that a larger
percentage of whistleblowers have stated
that they reported suspected violations
internally before going to the government.34
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